
AN ANALYSIS OF PARDONER IN CHAUCERS THE CANTERBURY TALES

Chaucer's Pardoner is a highly untrustworthy character. He sings a balladâ€”â€œCom hider, love, to me!â€• (General
Prologue, )â€”with the hypocritical Summoner.

The youngest of the three men draws the shortest straw and departs; while he is away, the remaining two plot
to overpower and stab him upon his return. The Physician's Tale is a harrowing tale about a judge who plots
with a "churl [low fellow]" to abduct a beautiful young woman; rather than allow her to be raped, her father
beheads her. Eventually he falls back on a sermon which comes out as well practiced and rote delivered, but
not before confirming his arrogance by forcing the pilgrims to wait while he indulges his gluttony with ales
and cakes. A Pardoner is someone who travels about the countryside selling official church pardons. In the
General Prologue of the Tales, the Pardoner is introduced with these lines: With hym ther rood a gentil
Pardoner Of Rouncivale, his freend and his compeer, That streight was comen fro the court of Rome. Having
completed his tale, the Pardoner â€” forgetful of his remarks during the prologue â€” appeals for gold and
silver so that the pilgrims may receive pardons for their sins. The Pardoner's confession is similar to that of the
Wife of Bath in that there is a revelation of details buried within the prologue. Table of Contents The Pardoner
The Pardoner rides in the very back of the party in the General Prologue and is fittingly the most marginalized
character in the company. These were probably actual pieces of paper with a bishop's signature on them,
entitling the bearer to forgiveness for their sins. Most helpful essay resource ever! The moral of the tale is
obvious - cupiditas and greed are the cause of moral bankruptcy and certain damnation. He presents himself as
someone of ambiguous gender and sexual orientation, further challenging social norms. The Pardoner here,
self represented, is proud of his hypocrisy, self congratulatory in his tone and appears to be advertising his
astute cleverness and meliority over the commoners to whom he preaches and subsequently swindles. The
example essays in Kibin's library were written by real students for real classes. Such exemplar characters of
the book are The Pardoner and The Summoner. His profession is somewhat dubiousâ€”pardoners offered
indulgences, or previously written pardons for particular sins, to people who repented of the sin they had
committed. Many persons and scholars reference him as "death in person", "the Wandering Jew", "Old Age
itself", and "Death's messenger". Check out our Privacy and Content Sharing policies for more information.
The Pardoner condemns each of these "tavern sins" in turnâ€” gluttony , drinking, gambling, and
swearingâ€”with support from the Christian scriptures, before proceeding with the tale. Stockton defined the
psychology-based research of the character, "The psychology of the Pardoner has perhaps gotten in the way of
the task of interpreting the stories' meaning. The cross he carries appears to be studded with precious stones
that are, in fact, bits of common metal. For more information on choosing credible sources for your paper,
check out this blog post. Instead the pilgrims ask the Pardoner for a moral tale. That said, the practice of
offering indulgences came under critique by quite a few churchmen, since once the charitable donation
became a practice allied to receiving an indulgence, it began to look like one could cleanse oneself of sin by
simply paying off the Church. Who wrote this essay? The other pilgrims recognize the sins of the Pardoner,
and their antagonism toward him is expressed by the Host at the end of the Pardoner's tale when the Pardoner
has the effrontery and hypocrisy to try to sell one of his "pardons" to the Host. Indeed, the vivid depiction of
the Pardoner's hair, those locks "yellow as wax But smoothe as a strike hank of flex flax ", does little to
improve the reader's opinion of his moral character. Essays may be lightly modified for readability or to
protect the anonymity of contributors, but we do not edit essay examples prior to publication. There is an
"undertone" of exclusion at this point in the work that, perhaps, leads to the question of the sexuality of The
Pardoner and the social boundaries at hand. When citing an essay from our library, you can use "Kibin" as the
author.


